Abstract-The problem of estimating parameters of a deterministic jump or piecewise linear model is considered. A subspace technique referred to as spectral clustering on subspace (SCS) algorithm is proposed to estimate a set of linear model parameters, the model input, and the set of switching epochs. The SCS algorithm exploits a block diagonal structure of the system input subspace, which partitions the observation space into separate subspaces, each corresponding to one and only one linear submodel. A spectral clustering technique is used to label the noisy observations for each submodel, which generates estimates of switching time epoches. A total least squares technique is used to estimate model parameters and the model input. It is shown that, in the absence of observation noise, the SCS algorithm provides exact parameter identification. At high signal to noise ratios, SCS attains a clairvoyant Cramér-Rao bound computed by assuming the labeling of observation samples is perfect.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
E consider the problem of estimating parameters of a deterministic jump linear or piecewise linear model. In a generic form, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , a jump linear model (JLM) is a hybrid system that switches among a set of multiple input multiple output (MIMO) linear models parameterized by a set of matrices Θ = {Θ 1 , · · · , Θ K }. The underlying mechanism that triggers the switching from one model to another is unknown and is considered exogenous. The set of switching epochs {t k }, however, is part of the unknown parameters to be estimated.
A different model to which the proposed approach is also applicable is the piecewise linear model (PLM). For a PLM, it is the system input that triggers the model switching. In particular, the input domain of a PLM is partitioned to K subsets {Ω i }, each corresponding to a particular submodel parameterized by some Θ i . The switching occurs whenever the system input enters a different partition. A main difference between JLM and PLM is that a PLM associates each system input with a unique linear model, whereas the triggering mechanism of a JLM can produce different system responses for the same input. In this respect, the JLM is more general and its identification more challenging.
For both models, we consider the following parameter estimation problem: given a block of noisy observations (x n , y n ), n = 1, · · · , N, estimate system matrices {Θ i ∈ R N y ×N d }, the model input sequence d n ∈ R N d , n = 1, · · · , N, and the set of switching epochs {t k }. Other quantities are either assumed known or treated as nuisance parameters.
As special cases of hybrid systems, a JLM involves parameters of the mixed integer type: the parameter matrices and system input are continuous, the switching epochs discrete. The lack of continuity in the parameter space makes it difficult to find the globally optimal estimator. In this paper, we aim at a less ambitious goal of finding a computationally tractable suboptimal technique that, at the minimum, provides exact parameter identification in absence of noise. And we expect the proposed algorithm performs well at high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs).
We note that the problem is drastically simplified if we are able to associate each observation (x n , y n ) with a particular submodel. Once this is accomplished, we essentially have a classical parameter estimation problem. Thus at the heart of the problem is one of unsupervised classification, knowing that the data are generated in a specific way.
A. Related Work
JLM and PLM are powerful modeling tools. They have found applications in control systems and dynamics [1] - [5] , fault detection and diagnosis [6] - [8] , system biology [9] , video processing [10] , and wireless communications and networking [11] , [12] . Thus obtaining model parameters from observation data is of both theoretical and practical significance.
One of the earliest formulation of parameter identification of JLM is by Jiang in [13] . If the noise in the model is Gaussian, the optimization problems considered in [13] leads to the maximum likelihood estimator. Unfortunately, there is no computationally tractable techniques for the underlying mixed integer optimization.
There is a substantial literature on the identification of piecewise affine models of which PLM is a special case. See [14] , [15] and references therein. Existing approaches can be classified into three (not necessarily mutually exclusive) categories: clustering techniques, statistical inference methods, and algebraic geometry techniques. The approach proposed in this paper falls in the first category and is most appropriately described as a spectral clustering technique applied to a particular signal subspace.
Clustering based techniques are two-step procedures that first associate each observation with a submodel. Once such associations are made, classical system identification techniques can be applied. If the data association algorithm has low association error, the performance of such a technique tends to be close to that of the classical system identification technique. Association errors occur with higher probability at low signal-to-noise ratios (SNR), which causes performance degradation.
When the number of subsystems (input partitions) is known, various clustering techniques such as the K-mean algorithm can be used to group the observations into sub-regression regions [16] . Fuzzy clustering combined with competitive learning has also been proposed [17] . In [18] , distance information in the regression space is introduced for data association. When the number of sub-models is unknown, a hierarchical clustering technique has been proposed [19] - [21] where the hierarchical clustering can be used to estimate the number of subsystem and system parameters simultaneously. In particular, observation data are first classified into minimal feasible sub-models via a modified greedy algorithm. As the sub-model number determination and parameter estimation are mixed, these methods usually have high computation cost.
The problem of estimating PLM parameters can be casted as a classical statistical inference problem either in point estimation or Bayesian settings. Particle filter estimators have been proposed to obtain the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator [22] or the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) estimator [23] . The expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm has also been applied to estimate parameters of a piecewise affine system [24] and a Jump Markov linear system [25] . A generalized expectation maximization (GEM) algorithm is used to separate the data sources and determine the parameters of channels [26] .
Algebraic geometric techniques is also a two-step procedure where coefficients of a certain polynomials are first estimated and the roots of the polynomial, in the absence of noise, gives the parameters of the piecewise affine system [27] , [28] . These techniques are applicable to systems with a small number of parameters as the number of coefficients to be estimated from product polynomials grows exponentially with the number of the subsystems to be estimated, which means that the minimum number of data samples needed also grows exponentially. In addition, the computation from polynomial coefficients to roots of the polynomial is sensitive to estimation errors.
The proposed technique is a fusion of two well known ideas in signal processing: one is the exploitation of subspace structure, the other the spectral clustering on a graph. These two ideas are well studied, but the joint application to the estimation of JLM/PLM is new. Relevant subspace methods for system identification can be found in e.g., [29] - [34] and references therein.
For spectral clustering techniques, see a tutorial [35] . We adapt in particular the technique of Shi and Malik [36] for the problem at hand, using a similarity matrix obtained from the subspace decomposition.
B. Summary of results, contributions, and organization
The estimator proposed in this paper is a spectral clustering technique on a weighted random graph with edge weights obtained from a subspace decomposition, thus we term the algorithm spectral clustering on subspace (SCS). A key idea is to exploit a subspace structure inherent to switchings of a JLM. In particular, the jumps in JLM lead to a block diagonal structure of the input subspace, and it is this block diagonal structure that provides a similarity measure among observation data samples. This realization makes it obvious that, in the absence of noise, the proposed technique gives the exact parameter identification.
While the proposed SCS algorithm appears to be the only technique that provides exact parameter identification for JML models, it has both advantages and weaknesses when it is compared with existing algorithms. Comparing with its close relatives in the clustering-based methods, the proposed spectral clustering technique is applicable to input domains with arbitrarily shaped (non-convex and possibly non-connected) partitions. Standard clustering techniques (such as the K-mean algorithm) applied directly in the observation space partition the input domain into convex subregions. In addition, standard clustering techniques may have classification errors even in the absence of observation noise. When compared with algebraic geometry techniques and statistical inference methods in the literature, the SCS algorithm is based on the more numerically stable SVD and deals more easily with MIMO systems. In simulations, SCS achieves the "clairvoyant" Cramér-Rao bound at high SNR, to which both the clustering and algebraic geometry methods have a noticeable gap even at very high SNRs.
There are prices paid for the advantages of the proposed approach. A rank condition assumed in A4 of Section II requires, at the minimum, that total number of input and output sensors (N d + N y ) has to be greater and equal to K × N d , the product of the number of subsystems and the number system inputs. Not required by some of the existing techniques, this assumption is essential in identifying subspaces associated with each sub-model; it is a physical limitation in its applications. A second weakness is that the subspace method used here has a SNR threshold below which the performance degrades. The breakdown threshold depends on the parameters and specific applications. We do not have a characterization of the breakdown threshold. We note that this weakness is not unexpected as many subspace techniques have this unfortunate characteristic.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the system model and the problem formulation. Here we present the set of assumptions made in this paper and discuss their implications. Section III presents the key result on a block diagonal structure of the observation subspace. We present first the idea using the scaler example and give the full characterization in Theorem 1. Section IV proposes graph spectral clustering technique that partition data samples into groups, each is associated with a particular subsystem model. Section V presents numerical studies and some comparisons with existed methods. The last section VI gives the conclusions.
Throughout the paper, the following notations are adopted: In this section, we describe a JLM as illustrated in Fig. 1 , present main assumptions made in this paper, and discuss implications of our assumptions.
A jump linear model index by deterministic parameters is denoted by M (T, Θ,D), where T = {T i , i = 1, · · · , K} is a partition of the overall time horizon {1, · · · , N} during which the observations are made where T i is the set of time indices that the JLM operates as the subsystem i with parameter matrix
system matrices, and input matrixD
The observation model of M (T, Θ,D) is defined by
Here all input and output variables are vectors, and parameters Θ i are matrices of compatible dimensions.
We can write the above in a more compact form by defining
where
] is the matrix of ordered (according to the time of arrival) input vectors of the ith subsystem, i.e., d (i) k is the kth input associated with the ith submodel. We then have
where P is a permutation matrix that re-orders the columns of D to match the arrival sequence in Z and E the matrix containing measurement noise samples. Finally, we note that, while the model given in (1)- (2) appears to be for a static system, by allowing the input vector d n to include past observations, the model includes MIMO systems with finite impulse responses. For such models, matrices Θ i have a block Toeplitz structure that can be exploited, which we do not consider in this paper.
Main assumptions made in developing our approach and analysis are as follows: A1: We assume the observation noise (e n , w n ) is i.i.d.
Gaussian with zero mean and covariance matrix diag(σ 2 x I, σ 2 y I). This is a mild assumption. In fact, our algorithm does not make use of the Gaussian assumption; A1 is made for the purpose of deriving a Cramér-Rao like lower bound against which the proposed algorithm and other benchmarks can be compared. A2: We assume that the number K of submodels and the dimensions of submodels are fixed and known. This is an assumption that most existing techniques make and is quite restrictive. Identifying the number of submodels and their respective dimensions are challenging although there are many practical techniques including some based on eigenvalue decompositions. A3: We assume that the input matrix D has full row rank. We further assume that each sub-block D i cannot be rowpermutated into a diagonal form. The full rank condition on D requires that the each subsystem is persistently excited-a necessary condition for identifiability assuming that we can associate observation data samples {z n } perfectly with the submodels {Θ i } that generates them. The condition on individual input D i not permutable to diagonal form is also necessary for identifiability. with the second submodel (Θ 2 , D 2 ). The system then becomes unidentifiable. A4: We assume that matrix A(Θ) has full column rank. The significance of this assumption will become clear in Section III. It is evident that this assumption limits the applicability of the proposed algorithm. In particular, it implies that, for the proposed technique to be applicable, the number of input output sensors must scale linearly with the number K of subsystems.
III. A SUBSPACE STRUCTURE
We present in this section a subspace structure in the observation that shows the decomposition for data associated with different sub-models followed by algorithms that label input-output data. Once the labels are obtained, the problem of estimating system parameters becomes standard.
A. Subspace decomposition: a sketch of ideas
The subspace structure can be easily described using the following simple noiseless scaler bi-model JLM:
where T 1 and T 2 are arbitrary disjoint subsets of {1, · · · , N}. Consider, for the moment, the special case when the system input arrives sequentially, the first N 1 samples from sub-model 1 and the next N 2 = N − N 1 from sub-model 2. In this special case, we have
where vector
] from the first sub-model with parameter θ 1 and the next N 2 samples form vector D 2 from the second sub-model.
Let Z have the singular value decomposition of the form
Note that Σ > 0 is a diagonal matrix with reduced dimension 2 × 2, Q is an orthogonal matrix, and V T is a 2 × N matrix of the same dimension of input matrix D. Indeed, when A is nonsingular, V T spans the same row space as D. In other words, we have
Because
Thus, we have
Therefore, matrix VV T is block diagonal with the first block made of data from only the first sub-model and second block from only the second sub-model. The key observation is that matrix VV T gives the partition of input sequence which is exploited in the proposed algorithm.
If the system input sequence is not arranged in the block sequential fashion as in (11) , matrix VV T is no longer block diagonal; instead it will be a block diagonal matrix under a certain similar transform defined by a permutation matrix P. However, the permutation induced transform can be easily reversed to recover the block diagonal structure.
B. Subspace decomposition
We now formally state the subspace decomposition by removing the sequential arrival restriction on the input sequence. The following theorem captures the subspace structure in the row space of data matrix Z.
Theorem 1: Consider the noiseless system model given by
where P is an unknown permutation matrix that permutes the ordered input sequence to the actual sequence of arrivals. Let Z have the singular value decomposition of the form
where QQ T = I and V T of the same size as D with orthogonal rows. Under assumptions (A3-A4),
Proof: See Appendix.
Remark 1:
If the system input sequence arriving in consecutive from the same sub-model, we have P = I. In this case, matrix VV T is block diagonal. In general, matrix P scrambles diag(Λ 1 , · · · , Λ N ). For noiseless measurement, the matrix can be easily de-scrambled by permuting VV T back to diagonal form. See [37] for an efficient de-permutation algorithm. In the next section, we present a spectral clustering algorithm that recovers the structure in (18) in the presence of measurement noise.
Remark 2: While the above theorem reveals the structure that can be exploited, it is not yet sufficient for correctly identifying the JLM. In particular, since input sequence in D i may contain zero entries, and it is not clear that Λ i does not contain additional block diagonal entries. If that were the case, VV T would not have been enough for identifying uniquely the input subspaces with submodels. This issue is addressed later in Section VI-A.
IV. DATA ASSOCIATION VIA SPECTRAL CLUSTERING In this section, we recast the problem of data association as an inference problem involving a random graph. The key idea is to represent data by a data association (or similarity) graph with data samples as its vertices and its edges representing whether observations are generated from the same subsystem. Such a representation partitions the graph into groups with each group associated with a particular subsystem. The problem of data association then becomes estimating the graph structure. To this end, we adapt a spectral clustering technique based on eigenvectors of normalized graph Laplacian.
A. A Random Graph Representation
We define a data associate graph G = (V, E) with random edge weights where V = {1, 2, · · · , N} is the set of vertices with vertex i corresponding to observation sample (x i , y i ) and E = {(i, j), ∀i, j ∈ V} the set of undirected edges. The edge weight matrix W is random and is defined by the SVD of the observation Z in (17) . In particular, edge weight matrix is given by
where the operation |A| takes the absolute value on each entry of matrix A. Two vertices are connected if and only if there is an edge with positive edge weight. In light of (18), in the absence of noise, the weight of the graph is given by
If we assume that entries of Λ i are non-zero, which may not be true in practice, the graph representing the ground truth has exactly K components, homomorphic to the set of K submodels of JLM.
With measurement noise, entries of W are almost surely non-zero. Nonetheless, the (i, j)th entry w i j of W can be viewed as the strength of the evidence that data observed at tie i and j are generated by the same subsystem.
The problem of determining data association can then be casted as one of making inference on the connectivity structure of the graph given the realization of random weight matrix W , for which we propose a spectral clustering technique.
B. Structural inference via spectral clustering
Given the data observation graph G and its weight matrix W , the problem of data association is to partition G into K connected components. Each component contains only data from one and only one subsystem.
There are a number of spectral clustering techniques that are applicable for the problem at hand. Here we illustrate the main idea of one such approach. The interested reader may find a detailed exposition from [35] and references therein.
Consider the simple noiseless case when K = 2. Without loss of generality, we ignore the permutation matrix in (18), i.e., W = diag(|Λ 1 |, |Λ 2 |).
A normalized graph Laplacian can be defined as
It can be easily verified thatL has exactly K = 2 eigenvalues equal to zero, and the eigenspace associated with the zero eigenvalue is spanned by a set of K = 2 indicator vectors {δ 1 , δ 2 } where δ i has ones at entries corresponding to data from subsystem i and zero elsewhere. In other words, eigenvector δ i associated with the zero eigenvalue identifies exactly the data samples associated with subsystem i. The above idea generalizes to the K subsystem case. In the absence of noise, there are K eigenvectors associated with the zero eigenvalue, each eigenvector whose non-zero entries indicates observations associated with the same subsystem.
V. THE SPECTRAL CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
In this section, we present an implementation of the SCS algorithm. The algorithm includes three parts: (i) compute the weight matrix of a random graph from the SVD of the signal space; (ii) apply a spectral clustering algorithm to associate each sample with a subsystem. The association provides estimates of the jumping epochs; (iii) estimate the system matrices and system input by the total least squares algorithm or via the maximum likelihood estimation. The specifics of the implementation is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 The Spectral Clustering on Subspace (SCS)
Require:
Ensure:
(1) compute the SVD of measurement matrix Z = [X;Y ] Z = QΣV T (2) calculate adjacency matrix W and Laplacian matrix L:
Remark 3: In the absence of noise, the K eigenvectors are indicator functions that directly associate each observation to a subsystem. With noise, these eigenvectors no longer contain entries exactly equal to one or zero. In our implementation, each row of K eigenvectors is taken as a joint indicator for subsystems, then all rows are grouped into K clusters by Kmean.
VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We address performance issues in this section by considering two cases. First, we establish the identifiability for the noiseless case, which shows that the proposed algorithm will provide exact identification of JLM parameters. Second, in the presence noise, we derive a clairvoyant Cramér-Rao bound (C-CRB) by assuming that we know T perfectly.
We should point out that an efficient estimator does not exist in this case. The use of the C-CRB is reasonable only at high SNR because the proposed algorithm tends to obtain perfect T estimate and is approximately unbiased.
A. A Sufficient Condition on Identifiability
In the absence of noise, we consider whether parameters of a JML model M (T, Θ,D) can be uniquely determined from the observation matrix Z under assumptions A3-A4.
The following corollary of Theorem 1 specifies a sufficient identifiability condition on the system input achieved by the SCS algorithm. Essentially, the condition requires that the graph associated with the input sequence of each subsystem forms a single component. The proof is immediate hence omitted. The above Corollary states a one-one correspondence between the components of the observation graph defined by the subspace spanned by V and those of the system input graph defined by that spanned by D. Note that the assumption that input matrix D i does not contain zero columns is made without loss of generality, given A3. In particular, the problem of identifiability is not affected by input vectors that are zero.
It is instructive to consider some special cases of input sequences that make the system identifiable or not identifiable by the proposed algorithm. First, for single-input multiple output (SIMO) JLMs, in the absence of noise, the SCS algorithm always correctly identifies the true JLM parameters. The same is true for MIMO JLMs whose input sequence d n ∈ R M are chosen randomly with some continuous distribution on a subset of R M with positive Lebesgue measure.
It is also not difficult to construct input sequences not satisfying the condition in Corollary 2 that the SCS algorithm is expected to fail even in the absence of noise. One such case is given by D 1 = [p, · · · , p, q, · · · , q] where p T q = 0. In this case, the weight matrix of the graph associated with the input of subsystem 1 has two components. The graph associated with observation subspace then has K + 1 components with an extra component that can be grouped with any of the one of the K components, causing possible indeterminacy by the SCS algorithm.
B. Clairvoyant Cramé-Rao Bound
We derive in this section a "clairvoyant" CRB (C-CRB) by assuming that we know T-the partition of the time horizon with respect to submodels. In this case, only samples in T i are observations associated with submodel i, and the estimation of parameters
Without loss of generality, and for notation brevity, we drop the submodel index i and consider the following model that applies to any submodel: (20) where
Under A1, we have independent noise sequences e t
e I) and w t
The Fisher information matrix for F( − → θ , − → d ) can be easily derived and shown to have the following form
The C-CRB for θ and d i are then given by
Note that when σ 2 e → 0, the expressions above converge to the conventional expressions for linear models. The case when σ 2 w → 0 is less obvious. When σ 2 w = 0, we have y n = Θd n , which impose a constraint on parameter Θ and d n . To compute the CRB for this case, we need to pose this as a constrained optimization problem. See [38] .
VII. SIMULATION EXAMPLES
In this section, we present numerical studies and compare the proposed algorithms with two benchmark techniques. One benchmark technique is the K-mean clustering based algorithm in [16] which assumed that local data are likely belong to the same subsystem. Sample data are transformed into feature space by defined a local data set (LD), and the K-mean algorithm is adopted to cluster the feather vectors. The Kmean estimator is an iterative scheme. To avoid local optimal solution, the implementation repeats the clustering process multiple times, each with a new set of initial centroids.
The second benchmark is an algebraic geometric technique based on the hybrid decomposition constraints (HDC) in [27] . Algebraic geometric technique embeds the parameters of subsystems into a polynomial which is estimated by the least squares algorithm, then recover them through a polynomial differentiation algorithm (PDA). The system parameters are then computed via a polynomial differential algorithm (PDA).
We use the standard mean squared error (MSE) as the performance metric in comparing different estimators. Here the statistical average is taken with respect to random measurement noise in the system input and output. In Monte Carlo simulations, sample MSE is used as an estimate of the actual MSE. The system input sequence d n is considered deterministic and is fixed in the Monte Carlo simulations.
We are interested in the performance of different estimators at different levels of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In particular, we define SNR (in dB) as
where π n,k ∈ {0, 1} is an indicator for submodel k which takes 1 only if the d n is applied to subsystem k and 0 otherwise. In the denominator, N x is the dimension of vector x n and N y the dimension of y n . Intuitively, the numerator is the total signal energy in the input and out sequence and the denominator the total noise energy.
We also compare the performance of various estimators using "clairvoyant" Maximum Likelihood (C-ML) and a "clairvoyant" Cramér-Rao bound (C-CRB) where we assume that labels of observation data are known. The calculation of "clairvoyant" Cramér-Rao bound is attached in VI-B.
A. SISO JLM with two subsystems
The first numerical case was a bi-model jump linear systems with scalar parameters:
where w n ∼ N(0, σ 2 1 ), e n ∼ N(0, σ 2 2 ) are i.i.d. random sequences. A similar example was used in [16] , [27] except that we have made the scenario more challenging by making the parameters of the two subsystems relatively close. In the simulation, the input data were generated by an uniform distribution on [−1, 1] and kept fixed in Monte Carlo runs. Fig. 2 shows the MSE plots of the SCS algorithm (SCSA) against the benchmarks and (clairvoyant) CRB. We observed that the proposed method achieved the "clairvoyant" CRB at SNR greater than 35dB whereas the other methods have a gap to the lower bound at very high SNR. As expected, the subspace method had an SNR threshold above which its performance was very competitive, in this scenario the threshold is 35dB. The key assumption for K-mean based method in [16] is that local data tend to belong the same subsystem. In this simulation, both subsystems were defined on the identical domain. K-mean based method did not perform well in this scenario. The algebraic method, referred to as the hybrid decomposition constraints (HDC) algorithm, is applicable to this example and is expected to have perfect identification in the absence of noise. However, the HDC algorithm appeared to be sensitive to the presence of the noise and did not perform well for SNR levels below 50dB. (The HDC algorithm performed well when SNR> 50dB). Fig. 3 shows the biases of the three tested algorithms. Similar trends as those in MSE were observed.
The misclassification ratio is showed in Fig. 4 . The K-mean based method in [16] kept a constant misclassification ratio under all noise levels. SCS algorithm had misclassification error decays exponentially with respect to SNR. 
B. MIMO PLM with a chessboard domain partition
A main advantage of the proposed subspace approach is that the input domain partition can be arbitrarily shaped and it deals with MIMO system with relatively easily. In this simulation, we consider an example where the input domain partition is a "chessboard" where Ω i s are not connected. See Fig. 5 .
The system equations are given by
In the simulations, the input sequences were generated uniformly. The MSE performance comparisons are shown in Fig. 6 . The proposed subspace estimator did not suffer the nonconvex domain partition and had similar MSE performance as in the SISO case, matching the "clairvoyant" Cramér-Rao bound when the SNR was greater than 20dB. As in many such subspace methods, the proposed algorithm was shown to have an SNR threshold such that the performance significantly improves after the SNR exceeds such a threshold.
The disconnected input domain partition presents a challenging scenario for the K-mean based algorithm. In the simulation, the MSE performance of the K-mean algorithm did not improve beyond SNR=35dB. An explanation is that the "chessboard" domain partition generates output data overlapping in the observation space. The MSE performance of the K-mean technique saturates even as SNR → ∞.
The Algebraic technique does give satisfied identification in the absence of observation noise. However, we observed a fluctuated MSE in low SNR, due to the sensitivity of solutions of higher order polynomial equations. At high SNRs, algebraic geometry technique kept a constant gap from the "clairvoyant" Cramér-Rao bound as SNR increases, see Fig. 6 (c)-6(d), [16] , the tuned coefficient of local data set was set as c = 4; HDC: algebraic method based on hybrid decoupled constraints [27] . C-ML: the maximum likelihood solution with the labels of observation known; C-CRB: the "clairvoyant" Cramér-Rao bound. and its bias would be further amplified because the more parameters were involved in MIMO case.
The misclassification ratio vs. SNR plot for "chessboard" domain is shown in Fig. 7 . Similar curves were achieved as in SISO case.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS This paper presents a subspace approach to the identification of jump linear or piecewise linear models. The main contribution is the idea of applying spectral clustering on the input subspace, which leads to the SCS algorithm that gives a closed form (in terms of eigenvalues and eigenvectors) identification of system matrices, system input sequence, and switching epochs. SCS exhibits stable numerical behavior in our simulations, thanks to the use of SVD.
It should be noted that the proposed algorithm applies only to the class systems with sufficient number of input-output sensors. This is a restriction not imposed by some of the other methods. However, when the required rank condition is satisfied, the proposed technique does have some computation and performance advantages.
A number of practical issues are not discussed in the current paper, most significant is the identification of the number K of subsystems within a block of N samples. In the absence of noise, this is not necessarily difficult as the eigenstructure of Z reveals this information. As a hypothesis testing problem, detecting K without knowing system matrices is nontrivial, nor does the estimating system matrices without knowing K. To this end, a joint detection and estimation approach is desirable. [16] , the local data set number is chosen as c = 5; HDC: algebraic method based on hybrid decoupled constraints [27] . C-ML: the maximum likelihood solution with the labels of observation known; C-CRB: the "clairvoyant" Cramér-Rao bound. 
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1
Proof: The input signal space DP is related to the SVD of Z by some full rank matrix B via DP = BV T . We then have DD T = BB T . Because D is block diagonal, so is BB T . Let
where 
we haveBB T =B TB = I,
i.e.,B is orthogonal. FromDP =BV T , we have
